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Improving the Defense (Volleyball)
A Volleyball Spring Leaf
In the Life of One Department (Volleyball)
Planning Special Exercises and General Physical Training During
The Preparatory Period, Part 1 (Weightlifting)
My Training Experience (Alexseyev--Weightlifting) , Part 4
The Approach Run in the Pole Vault
Selection of Training Methods in Sprinting
Individualized Warm-Up (Sport Psychology)
The Need for Riboflavin in Student Athletes

VOLUME 16 #4 (Dec 1981)

Monitoring Adaptation to Increased Physical Loads (Changes in Protein Metabolism)
Coupled Development of Special Qualities and Movements in Preparing Weightlifters for Important Competitions
Planning Special Exercises and General Physical Training During the Preparatory Period, Part 2 (Weightlifting)
The Director of the Attack (Volleyball)
Optimizing the Volleyball Workout
Oxygen Resistance of Erythrocytes in Middle Distance Runners
Special Exercises and Hurdler Ability (Ranking)
On the Track with Victor Markin
Competitive Preparation of Runners (Middle and Long Distance)
Methods of Using Vibrational Massage with Athletes
My Training Experience (Alexseyev--Weightlifting), Part 5
Heart Rate: An Indicator of a Weightlifter's Work Capacity
Successful Competitive Activities of Qualified Weightlifters
Selecting Future Volleyball Players
A Suspended Ball (Volleyball)
An Incline-Decline Track
An Hour Before the Start (Track)
Prevention of Injuries in Middle Distance Runners
Effect of Regular Training on Menstruation in Young Female Athletes
The Effect of Physical Loads on the Immune Systems

VOLUME 17 #1 (March 1982)

Restoration for Jumpers
On the Track with Baerbel Vokkel (Track and Field)
Planning the Training Loads in Sprinting
Training Methods of a High Level Weightlifter, Part 1
Snatch Technique of World Record Holder, A. Voronin
Suggestive Methods in Weightlifting (Sport Psychology)
On the Track with Mauricio Damilano (Race Walking)
Potential of Youngsters for Middle and Long Distance Running
Interrelationships Among Results in the Snatch, Technical Mastery
and Physical Qualities of Weightlifters
Snatch Technique of Weightlifters Executing Reps with 80% of
Maximum Weight
Power of Muscular Contractions Over the Course of a Day (Olympic Lifts)
Attention: Errors in the Pole Vault
Principles of Training High Level Track and Field Athletes, Part 1
Differentiated Methods of Training Sprinters (Condensed)
Functional State of the Heart of Young Athletes Using Isometric, Isotonic and
Mixed Exercise Regimes in Training
Factors Affecting Physical Capability During Sexual Maturation
Distribution of Training Loads and Means of Restoration in Preparation of
Weightlifters for Competition

VOLUME 17 #2 (June 1982)

Contemporary Psychological Preparation of Athletes
The Clean and Jerk Technique of World Record Holder Y. Vardanyan
Training Methods of a High-Level Weightlifter, Part 2
Massage: Its Essentials in Different Track and Field Events, Part 1
Tests for High Jumpers (Determining Development)
Valery Sereda in the High Jump
How to Find a Sprinter
Use of Central Electroanalgesia to Strengthen Adaptive Processes
Principles of Training High Level Track and Field Athletes, Part 2
Training Content of Weightlifters in the Preparatory Period
The Influence of Physical Activity on Work Capacity and Electrical Activity of Muscles Over the Course of a Day
Determining Physical Preparation of Weightlifters for Competition
The Functional State of High Ranked Weightlifters
Microcycles for Young Sprinters (Speed Work)
The State of Natural Immunity in Athletes of Different Ages

VOLUME 17 #3 (Sept 1982)

Restoration in Throwers, Part 1 (Track and Field)
Principles of Training High Level Track and Field Athletes
Muscle Activity in the Javelin Throw
Advice to Runners (Middle and Long Distance)
The Phasic Structure of the jerk from the Chest
The Progress of Weightlifters in Different Weight Classes
On the Track with Nadezhda Olizarenko (Track)
How to Find a Sprinter
The Interrelationships Between Various Parameters in Jerking the Barbell from the Chest
Improving the Technical Mastery of Weightlifters
A Weightlifter's Two-Month Plan of Training for Competition
Massage: Its Essentials in Different Track and Field Events, Part 2
The Effect of 10-Minute Restorative Point Massage on the Functional State of Young Gymnasts
Cardiac Rhythm in Sports Medicine
A Mouthpiece for Endurance Training
Changes in Acid Resistance of Erythrocytes in Middle Distance Runners During Different Training Regimes

VOLUME 17 #4 (Dec 1982)

Nutrition and Sports
Restoration in Throwers, Part 2 (Track and Field)
The Training Content in the Competitive Period (Weightlifting)
Improving the Technical Mastery of Weightlifters
Directing the Training of Weightlifters
All-Round Running Preparation (Women Sprinters)
On the Track with Victor Burakov (Track)
The Women's Sprint: Training Problems
Weight Training for High Jumpers
Two Styles of Race Walking: Which is Better?, Part 1
The Training Experiences of a Young Athlete, Part 1 (Weightlifting)
Variations in Planning Weekly Training (Weightlifting)
Stress and Immunity Among Athletes
The Restorative Action of Repetitive Sauna Use
Warm-Up in Thermal Bags

**VOLUME 18 #1 (March, 1983)**

Functional Reserves of Athletes (Hidden Potential)
Typical Errors in the Shot Put
Specialized Strength Training for Sprinters
The Training Experiences of a Young Athlete, Part 2 (Weightlifting)
Comparative Analysis of Clean and Pull Technique with Various Weights
The Influence of Pneumo-Vibromassage on the Neuromuscular System
Psychological Preparation of the Young Sprinter
Frank Pashik and Carl Lewis in the Long Jump
Nutrition for Track and Field Athletes
Active and Passive Flexibility of Athletes in Different Sports
The Training Load of Weightlifters 15-17 Years of Age, Part 1
Increases in Weightlifting Results and Psychomotor Personality Traits
Training of Women High Jumpers
Heat Chambers for Athletes, Part 1 (Steam Bath and Saunas Restoration)
Use of Different Weights to Develop Specialized Speed-Strength (Focus: Women's Shot Put)

**VOLUME 18 #2 (June 1983)**

Restoration for Middle, Long Distance, Steeplechase and Marathon Runners and Speed Walkers
Training Weights for Snatch Pulls (Weightlifting)
Training Beginning Weightlifters 15-17 Years of Age, Part 2
Execution of Jumps for Height, (Secondary School)
Two Styles of Race Walking: Which is Better? Part 2
Sergei Litvinov Throws the Hammer
Preventing Back Pain (Eliminating Radiculitis)
Yanis Boyars in the Shot Put
Classification and Calculation of Loads in Middle Distance Running
Warm-up Massage (Track and Field)
More Attention to Quality Preparation of Weightlifters
Reliability of Weightlifters in Competition (Sport Psychology)
Nutrition for Track and Field Athletes, Part 2 (Vitamins)
The Young Weightlifter, Part 1
Exercises with Weights for Improving Hitting Speed in Young Boxers
Maintaining Optimal Weight (Focus Pre-Teen Girls)

**VOLUME 18 #3 (Sept 1983)**

Loads-Adaptation-Adequacy-Records (Specific Training: Track and Field)
Heat Chambers for Athletes
The Emotional State and Training Loads of Weightlifters
Resistance Used in the Training of High Level Weightlifters
Methods of Training for an Increase in Muscle Mass in Weightlifters
Measuring the Time Parameters of a Motor Movement (Track and Field)
Execution of Jumps for Height, Part 2
Training for a Quick Take-Off in Jumping
On the Track with Sebastian Coe and Steve Ovett
Restoration for Middle, Long Distance, Steeplechase and Marathon Runners and Speed Walkers, Part 2
Changes in Muscle and Venous Blood Flow After Massage
Motor Regimes in physical Rehabilitation of Athletes with Chronic Diseases of Internal Organs
Improving Specialized Endurance for 200 Meter Sprinters
The Young Weightlifter, Part 2
Analysis of Speed-Strength Preparation of High Level Weightlifters
Determination of General Physical Endurance of Athletes

VOLUME 18 #4 (Dec 1983)

Periodization of Training in Weightlifting (A Base Mesocycle), Part 1
Autogenic Training for Top Weightlifters When Using Heavy Loads
Loads-Adaptation-Adequacy-Records, Part 2 (Intensity)
Speed-Strength Preparation of Future Champions (Focus: Track and Field)
Muscle Condition and Work Capacity of Track and Field Athletes
The Doctor Answers
Alexander Krupsky in the Pole Vault
Anthropometric Criteria: Economy of Running (Physical Work Capacity--PWC)
Speed-Strength Characteristics of Different Muscle Groups
Classification of Jerk Exercises According to Qualifications (Weightlifting)
The Use of Electrosleep in the Training of Qualified Weightlifters
The Young Weightlifter, Part 3
Criteria for Evaluating the Training Cycle in Weightlifting
Practical Advice to Runners
Effect of Sinusoidal Modulated Currents on the Cardiorespiratory System and Work Capacity of Athletes
Tactics in the Sprint
Acid-Base Balance in the Blood in Athletes During Muscular Rest

VOLUME 19 #1 (March 1984)

Sport and the Heart-Vascular System
Methods of Developing Work Capacity in Volleyball Classification and Ranking of Weightlifting Exercises Speed-Strength Preparation of Weightlifters in the Pre-Competitive Stage
The Influence of Conditioned Reflex Sleep on the Heart Cycle After Heavy Loads in Ski Racers
Biomechanics of the Take-Off in Running
On the Track with Anna Ambrazene
Speed and Speed-Strength Properties of Muscles and Their Relationship to Beginning Track and Field Athletes
Periodization of Training in Weightlifting
Developing Leg Strength (Weightlifting)
The Young Weightlifter, Part 4
Regulating Body Weight by Means of a Hypocaloric Diet
Methods of Developing Speed-Strength in Young Track and Field Athletes
The Sauna as a Means of Restoration During Intense Training of Swimmers
Determination of Running Time from a Flying Start
The Doctor Answers

VOLUME 19 #2 (June 1984)

Restoration in the Sprint and Hurdles
Multiyear Preparation of Sprinters
Classification and Ranking of Weightlifting Exercises
Modeling Speed-Strength Preparation of Weightlifters
Exercises for Development of Joint Mobility in Swimmers
Use Of the Terms "Aggressiveness" and "Aggressive" Qualities (Sport Psychology)
Edward Sarule in the Shot Put
Biomechanics of the Take-Off in Running
The Doctor Answers
The Young Weightlifter; Part 5
Body Composition and Work Capacity of USSR Weightlifters
The Post-Competitive Stage of Training Weightlifters
Methods of Developing Work Capacity in Volleyball
The Triple Jump from Place as an Exercise and as a Test
The "Express" Method (Correcting Training Loads) (Middle and Long Distance Running)

VOLUME 19 #3 (Sept 1984)

Restoration of work Capacity of Gymnasts
Speed-Strength of Antagonist Muscles in Runners
Snatch Technique of World Record Holder U. Zakarevich
Technique and Methods of Learning Classical Exercises (Weightlifting)
Prevention of Overstress to Skeleton and Joints (Weightlifting)
Functional Disagreement (Track and Field)
Heike Daute in the Long Jump
Modeling the Training: In Speed-Strength Events (Periodization)
Use of Imitational Electrostimulation in Swimmers
An Exerciser for Sprinters
Methods of Developing Work Capacity in Volleyball
The Young Weightlifter, Part 6
Strength Exercises to Improve Flexibility of Wrestlers
Health for Everyone (Miscellaneous)
Training of Women Middle-Distance Runners
Speed-Strength of Young Speed Skaters

VOLUME 19 #4 (Dec 1984)

Speed-Strength Training of Young Athletes in Cyclical Sports
Analysis of Effectiveness of Static and Dynamic Strength Training
Speed-Strength Structure of Vertical Jumps by Weightlifters
The Desire to be Copied (Weightlifting)
Training Loads of Weightlifters
Use of Ideo-Motor Preparation of Young Gymnasts
Gennady Avedeenko in the High Jump
The Sprint and the Jumps
Strength Preparation of Middle Distance Runners
Restoration of Wrestlers In Between Competitive Bouts
The Young Weightlifter-- Part 7
Snatch Technique of U. Zakharevich
The Sprint
A Universal Shot (The Making of a Shot Put)

VOLUME 20 #1 (March 1985)

Long-Lasting Training Effect of Strength Exercises
Content and Structure of Stimulated Explosive Isometric Effort
Use of Restorative Massage in Training Basketball Players
Means of Restoration in Training Speed Skaters
Training Loads of Weightlifters in Different Categories
Factors Which Influence Competitive Reliability of weightlifters
Tests for Children 6-9 Years of Age (Motor Control)
Natalya Lisovskaya in the Shot Put
Bases for Using Different Weights in Preparation of Sprinters
Nutrition of Track Athletes Specializing in Endurance Events
The Sprint
Methods of Developing Work Capacity in Volleyball
Age Changes in Muscular Strength and Speed-Strength Qualities
The Young Weightlifter, Part 8
The Dikulya Exercises for the Back
Improvement of Strength in Young Track and Field Athletes

VOLUME 20 #2 (June 1985)

Prevention of Injury
Lymphatic Circulation During Physical Loading
Improving Speed-Strength and Endurance in Wrestlers
Relationships in Classical and Supplementary Exercises (Weightlifting)
Relationships in Dynamic Structure and Neuro-Dynamic Essentials (Weightlifting)
Training Loads of Weightlifters in Different Categories
The Sprint
Components of the Fosbury Flop (High Jump)
On the Track with Ekaterina Fesenko
The Training Loads of Young Throwers
Nutrition of Track Athletes Specializing in Endurance Events
Methods of Developing Work Capacity in Volleyball
The Long-Lasting Training Effect of Strength Exercises
The Young Weightlifter, Part 9
Means of Restoration in the Training of Speed Skaters
Height and Physical Loads

VOLUME 20 #3 (Sept 1985)

Monotony in Sport and Its Prevention Through Music
Regulation of Weight (Nutrition)
Lesson Plans for Base Mesocycle in Preparatory Period (Weightlifting)
Maintaining the Training Effect During Work Stoppage
Effectiveness of Using "Lightened Leading" for Sprinters
Execution of High Strength Load Volumes (Sprinters)
Over the Bar Sergei Bubka
The Long and Triple Jump (Youngsters in second Year of Training)
Body Composition and Physical Work Capacity of Weightlifters
Weightlifting, Part I
The Young Weightlifter, Part 10
Methods of Developing Work Capacity in Volleyball
The Side Effects of Vitamins
Speed

VOLUME 20 #4 (Dec 1985)

Nutrition of Athletes in Speed-Strength Events
Use of Natural Stimulants to Increase the Fitness of Athletes
Specialized Physical Preparation of Gymnasts in Support Jumps
The Use of Non-Standard Exercises in Multiple Barbell Lifts
The Factor of Individuality and Result Producing Activity (Weightlifting)
Preparation of 400M Runners
Over the Hurdles with Vera Akomova and Nadezhda Korshunova
The High Jump: A Review of Scientific Studies
The Long and Triple Jumps (Youngsters in Second Year of Training)
Weightlifting, Part 2
The Young Weightlifter, Part 11
Sports Preparation of Women, Considering Adaptation to Great Loads
Methods of Developing Work Capacity in Volleyball
Use of Hyperbaric Oxygenation for Restoration of Swimmers

VOLUME 21 #1 (March 1986)

An Automated System of Medical Control of the Functional Condition of the Body
Sexual Dimorphism of Several Morphofunctional Indices and Sports
Achievement in Swimming
Feedback in Training (Track and Field)
Rates of Result Increases in Weightlifters Having Different Personality Traits
(Sport Psychology)
Breath Holding as A Factor in the Display of Maximum Muscle Strength
(Weightlifting)
Why Does Running Speed Drop?
Galena Murashova Throws the Discus
Prognosis of Sports Results According to Indices of Intensity of the Weightlifters'
Training Loads
Variations of Speed-Strength Movements During the Day
Changes in the Psycho-Physiological Indices in Using Different Techniques of
Sports Massage
Development of Strength Endurance in Young Long-Distance Runners in the
Yearly Cycle of Training
Nutrition of Athletes in Different Sports
Methods of Developing Work Capacity in Volleyball (Psycho.Prep)
Weightlifting, Part 3 (Strength)
Specialized Sprint Exercises on A Training Aid
The Young Weightlifter, Part 12 (Development of Strength)

VOLUME 21 #2 (June, 1986)

Physiological Mechanisms of Increased Muscular Work Capacity Under the
Influence of Local Decompression
Restoration: The Natural Way
A Test for the Shot Put (Accuracy and Distance)
Increase in Motor Qualities Following Static Work
A Training Device for Runners
Complex Use of Training and Restorative Methods in the Preparation of Long-
Distance Runners
Optimizing the Breathing and Movement Phases in the Snatch and Clean and
Jerk in Weightlifting
To Have Endurance
Tonus of the Quadriceps Femoris Muscle in Athletes After an Operation on
Miniscus Damage in the Knee
Galina Chistyakova in the Long Jump
Exercise in the Isometric: Static Regimes in the Training of Weightlifters
Speed-Strength Preparation and Development of Strength Endurance of Athletes
in Various Specializations
Training the Middle-Distance Runner
The High Jump: Errors in Technique
The Young Weightlifter, Part 13
Metabolic Shifts in the Body Under the Influence of Training Loads in Weightlifters
Gray Matter Asymmetry in Mutually Tied Activity of Weightlifters in the Jerk with the Square, Split and Half Squat Stances
Changes in Arterial Pressure in Weightlifters
Evaluation of Pre-Start Emotional Excitation of Fencers

VOLUME 21 #3 (Sept 1986)

The Aim of Training: The Competitive Model (Sprint)
Contemporary Sprint Technique
Training Direction and the Diet of Athletes
The Higher You Jump
Speed-Strength Preparation and Development of Strength Endurance of Athletes in Various Specializations, Part 2
Specialized Exercises for High Jumpers
The Influence of Different Forms of Massage on the Psyche-Emotional State of Athletes
Willie Banks in the Triple Jump
Technique of the Barbell Lift by World Record Holder O. Mirzoyan
Physiological Action of the Sauna on Young Athletes
Specialized Exercises for Hurdling
Weightlifting, Part 4 (Physiological Aspects)
The High Jump: Errors in Technique, Part 2
Use of Heart Rate for Control Over Training Loads
The Young Weightlifter, Part 14 (Development of Flexibility)

VOLUME 21 #4 (Dec 1986)

Evaluation of Functional State of Nerve-Muscle System in Restoration of Work Capacity
Change in Balance of Trace Elements in Athletes Under Influence of Alcohol
Use of the Vacuum Massage
Traumatism and Sick Rate of Support-Motor System in Track and Field Jumpers
Fosbury Flop: Basic Structure of Take-Off
Predicting the Ability of Young Athletes for Hurdles
Psychological Essentials of Technical Improvement in Speed-Strength Events in Track and Field
Combined Use of Training and Restorative Methods in Preparation of Long-Distance Runners
On the Track with Marina Zhirova and Elena Vinogradova
Nutrition of Cyclists During Long Road Races
Aim of Training: The Competitive Model (Sprint)
Weightlifting, Part 5 (Different Regime of Exercise Methods)  
Contemporary Sprint Technique  
The Young Weightlifter, Part 15  
Weightlifting (Supplementary Exercises)  
Determination of Norms for Control of Physical Preparation (Weightlifting)  
Effect of Different Physical Loads on Several Factors in the Urine of Speed Skaters  
Study of Energy Expenditure and Factual Nutrition of Weightlifters in Republic of Cuba

VOLUME 22 #1 (March 1987)

Restoration of Physical Work capacity of Athletes After Long Periods of Inactivity  
Basic Methods of Strength Preparation  
How Throwers Should Train  
Nutrition During the Time of Tournaments and in the Restorative Period  
Learn to Jump  
Improving Specialized Endurance in Boxing Taking into Consideration the Physiological Direction of the Training Loads  
Robert Emmiyan in the Long Jump  
The Shot Put and Discus (Second Year of Training)  
Advice to Coaches: Mistakes and Extremes in Gymnasts' Nutrition  
Increasing Mental and Physical Work Capacity of Athletes Under the Influence of Small Doses of Ultraviolet Rays  
Weightlifting, Part 6 (Methods of Training)  
Training Massage During Contemporary Sports Loads  
The Young Weightlifter, Part 16  
Functional Asymmetry (High Jumpers)  
Evaluation of Microcirculation by Conjuctival Biomicroscopy in Children During Adaptation to Maximum Physical Loads

VOLUME 22 #2 (June 1987)

The Diet of the Long-Lived and Nurmi  
A Differentiated Effect on the Restorative Processes of Wrestlers in the Competitive Period  
Musical Accompaniment in Physical Culture in Sport  
Weightlifting, Part 7 (Development of Physical Qualities)  
Restoring Athletic Work Capacity by Physical Factors  
Excerpts from Training Aids and Specialized Exercises in Track and Field  
On the Distance with Sabina Bush  
Biomechanical Foundations in the Prevention of Injuries to the Spinal Lumbar Region During Physical Exercise Training  
Excerpts from Advice to Runners  
Light Multivibration as a Means of Medical Control  
Basic Methods of Strength Preparation
The Shot Put and Discus (Second Year of Training)
Prevention and Treatment of Osteochondrosis
The Progressive Method of Training Cyclists

VOLUME 22 #3 (Sept 1987)

The Athletes’ Skeletal Adaptation to Physical Loads
Running Endurance (Biological Aspects)
Essentials of Nutrition for Athletes

Massage as a Means of Treating Aggravated Osteochondrosis of the Spine in the Training of Athletes
Developing Arm Push-Off Skills of Young Gymnasts
The Marathon (Precompetitive Preparation)
Maris Bruzhiks in the Triple Jump
Excerpts from Training Aids and Specialized Exercises in Track and Field
Biomechanical Foundations in the Prevention of Injuries to the Spinal Lumbar Region During Physical Exercise Training
Weightlifting and Methods of Teaching
Weightlifting, Part 8 (Development of Physical Qualities)
Optimizing the Training Process of Weightlifters in Time Zone Adaptation
The Morphofunctional Disturbance of Venous Hemodynamics of the Lower Extremities in Athletes

VOLUME 22 #4 (Dec 1987)

The Components of Sports Preparation
Determining the Weight of Supplementary Training Weights in Relation to Individual Reactions of the Foot Arch in Young Athletes
The Athlete’s Diet
Use of Underwater Stream Massage and Hydroelectric Baths in Restoration of Boxers
The Effect of Year-Round Training on Central Hemodynamics and Gas Exchange in Highly Qualified Throwers
Biomechanical Foundations in the Prevention of Injuries to the Spinal Lumbar Region During Physical Exercise Training
The Exchange of Several Microelements and Preventing Their Deficit in the Athlete
Sergei Smirnov and Wolf Timmerman in the Shot Put
The "Start" Training Device (Sprinters)
Middle and Long-Distance Runners
Hurdle Exercises in the Training of Track Athletes
Essentials of Nutrition for Athletes
Weightlifting, Part 9 (Load Intensity)
Several Bases on the Methodics of Training Weightlifters
From the Experiences of Preparing K. Osmonalieva (Weightlifting)
PRODUCTS OF HIGH BIOLOGICAL QUALITY IN GYMNASTS' DIETS

INTENSIFICATION OF EDUCATIONAL-TRAINING PROCESS BY MEANS OF REGULATING THE TRAINING TASK

EXCHANGE OF MICROELEMENTS AND PREVENTING ITS DISTURBANCE IN ATHLETES IN THE YOUNGER RANKS

MUSCULAR CORSET (LUMBAR REGION)

STRUCTURAL-FUNCTIONAL RESERVES OF THE IMMUNE SYSTEM

INTERVAL TRAINING FOR INCREASING SPECIALIZED WORK CAPACITY OF BOXERS

EXERCISES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF PHYSICAL QUALITIES (SHOT PUT)

SCHOOL OF HEIGHT, PART 1 (EXERCISES TO INCREASE STATURE)

ROMAS UBARTAS AND GEORGI KOLNOTCHENKO THROW THE DISCUS

THE SPRINT: SECOND YEAR OF TRAINING--PRECOMPETITION PREPARATION

EXCERTS FROM "ADVICE TO RUNNERS"

FROM THE EXPERIENCES OF PREPARING K. OSMONALIEVA, CHAMPION OF THE XXII OLYMPIC GAMES (WEIGHTLIFTING)

THE APPLICATION OF FUNCTIONAL MUSIC IN THE TRAINING SESSIONS OF WEIGHTLIFTERS

WEIGHTLIFTING, PART 10 (BARBELL LIFTS)

SEVERAL BASES ON THE METHODICS OF TRAINING WEIGHTLIFTERS

DEVELOPMENT OF SPEED IN YOUNG VOLLEYBALL PLAYERS

VOLUME 23 #2 (JUNE 1988)

SPORTS STRESS, TRAINEDNESS AND ENDURANCE

MECHANICAL LOADS AND PREVENTION OF INJURY TO THE SPINAL COLUMN DURING EXECUTION OF STRENGTH EXERCISES BY GIRLS PARTICIPATING IN ROWING

DETERMINING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF RESTORATIVE MASSAGE IN THE TRAINING OF CROSS-COUNTRY SKI RACERS

BREATHE HOLDING AS A FACTOR TO ASSIST A SPRINTER'S STARTING REACTION

CORRECTION OF AN ATHLETE'S FOOD RATIONS DURING INTENSIVE THERMAL AND PHYSICAL LOADS

SCHOOL OF HEIGHT, PART 2, (FLEXIBILITY DEVELOPMENT)

THE TRAINING LOADS OF YOUNG RUNNERS (MIDDLE DISTANCE)

THE SPRINT: SECOND YEAR OF TRAINING-PRECOMPETITION PREPARATION

LINEAR DIMENSIONS AND VOLUME OF THE HEART IN YOUNG ATHLETES WITH DIFFERENT SPECIALIZATIONS

STEFLA KOSTADINOVA IN THE HIGH JUMP

CHANGES IN ELECTRICAL ACTIVITY AND MUSCLE STRENGTH AFTER PHYSICAL EXERTION PERFORMED AT DIFFERENT TIMES OF THE DAY

THE TRAINING CHARACTERISTICS OF WEIGHTLIFTERS

RECOVERY OF WORK CAPACITY IN WEIGHTLIFTERS

WEIGHTLIFTING, PART 11 (SEQUENCE OF TRAINING, EXERCISE)

SPECIALIZED EXERCISES FOR LEARNING AND TRAINING IN THE HAMMER THROW

INJURY PREVENTION IN TRACK AND FIELD
Controlling Fencers’ Psychological Pre-Contest Training
The Use of Neat Measuring Devices for Evaluating the Functional State of the Athlete

VOLUME 23 #3 (Sept 1988)

Adaptation (Effect on Sports Performance)
Running: Adapt the Method to the Athlete
Exercises on an Exercise Bench
Knee Rehabilitation
Central Analgesia in sports Practice
Threshold Pain Stimulation of the Dermal Pain Zone in the Complex Treatment of Sports Injuries
Excerpts From the Coaches’ Track and Field Book
Sprinters from the GDR
The Effect of Sports Training (Endurance and Speed-Strength) on the Muscle-Fiber Composition of Skeletal Muscles in Man
Point Massage in Restoration of Sports Work Capacity
Improving Weightlifting Training with Immediate Feedback Concerning the Functional State of the Neuro-Muscular System
Individual Characteristics of Adult and Young Weightlifters
Comparative Characteristics of the Interrelationship Between the Dynamic Structure of the Snatch and Clean and Athletes’ Neurodynamic Characteristics
Weightlifting, Part 12 (Musculo-skeletal and Circulatory)
The Foundation of Mastery (Basketball, Preparation)
Vitamin Supply, Iron Status and the State of the Nonspecific Resistance System in Athletes of Different Ages and Sexes
Long-Term Dynamics of Absolute Pulling Strength (Dry-Land and Water) in Crawl-Stroke Swimmers

VOLUME 23 #4 (Dec 1988)

Some Problems in Women’s Sports from A Medical Standpoint: A Survey
Book Review: ”Circuit Training”
Periodization of Sports Training
Correlations Between Speed and Strength in Cyclical Locomotions
The Complex Use of Restorative Means in Different Stages of the Annual Training Cycle
The Discus Throw: Problems, Training, Planning
Excerpts from the Coaches’ Track and Field Book
Vitamins in the Diet of Student-Athletes
On the Distance with Said Aouita
Do Long-Distance Runners Need Strength? A Strength Training Program for Long-Distance Runners
Progress is Possible (Track, Endurance Training)
Pre-Start Warm-Up (Track)
Weightlifting, Part 13 (Breathing Characteristics)
On What Should Preparation of Olympians be Based?
A Waist-Corset for Decreasing the Risk of Injury to the Spine When Lifting Weights and Doing Strength Exercises
Characteristics of Contemporary Snatch Technique
Excerpted from "Weightlifting and Methods of Teaching"

VOLUME 24 #1 (March 1989)

The Distribution of the Training Load Throughout the Yearly Training Cycles of Athletes
Evaluation of Vitamin Provision of Athletes
Biological Principles in the Body's Adaptation to Training Loads
General Developmental and Specialized Jump Exercises in the Training of Ice Skaters
The Discus Throw: Problems, Training, Planning
Exercises for the Abdominal Muscles
On the Track with Ingrid Christiansen
Progress is Possible
Steam Baths
Excerpts from the Coaches Track and Field Book, Part 3
Concerning the Selection of Methods for Developing Speed-Strength
School of Height, Part 3
Weightlifting, Part 14
The Sprint: The Training Characteristics of Men and Women

VOLUME 24 #2 (June 1989)

The Training Loads of Young Runners
The Use of Sinusoidal-Modulated Currents in Traumatic Joint Injuries
Weightlifting, Part 15
Working with Teenagers
Medico-Pedagogical Aspects of Preparing High Level Boxers
Exercises with Weights in specialized Physical Preparation of High Level Gymnasts
Concerning the Speed-Strength Preparation of Swimmers
Hinka Zagorcheva in the 100-Meter Hurdles
Some Methodical Aspects of Using Warm-Up Massage for Wrestlers
Weightlifting Injuries and Their Prevention
The Discus Throw: Problems, Training, Planning
School of Height, Part 4
Questions on Men's and Women's Sprinting
All-Sided Preparation of Young Athletes in Cyclical Type Sports (Swimming)
Variations in Alternating Resistance When Developing Speed-Strength in Young Boxers
The Significance of the Blood Acid Base Balance in Athletes with Various Training Orientations
Classification of Food Proteins and Some Problems in Nutrition

VOLUME 24 #3 (Sept 1989)

Muscle Condition and Work Capacity in Track and Field Athletes
Exercises for Teaching Long-Jump Technique
The Sprint-Structure and Content of Year-Round Training
The Discus Throw: Problems, Training, Planning
Reflections Concerning the Sprint
Self-Management Techniques for Weightlifters
Characteristics of Contemporary Clean Technique (Weightlifting)
Pole vaulting Technique: Grigory Egorov
School of Height, Part 5
Strength: Methods of Developing
Scientific Methodical Aspects of Long-Term Strength Training in Swimmers
Using a Sauna for Prevention and Rehabilitation of Muscle Injury in the Support-Motor System in Athletes
Specialization or Universalism? Universalism!
The Ratio of Different Skeletal-Muscle Fiber Types as a Factor Influencing Endurance Training
The Problem of Selecting Talented Children for Sports Training
The Immediate Training Effect of Anaerobic Loads
Using Autosuggestion in Diving
The Effect of Various Recovery Methods on the Acid-Base Balance of the Blood in Connection with Muscle Activity
A Method of Determining an Athlete’s Functional State by Electropuncture Diagnosis

VOLUME 24 #4 (Dec 1989)

Game Exercises for Attention
Specialized Sprint Training
State of the Cardiovascular System Among Ranked Cyclists in Various Climato-Geographical Regions of the USSR
The Harmony of Training: The Training of Long-Distance Runners
A Method of Increasing Stride Length by Using Reference Points
Speed-Strength Training for Jumpers
The Link Between Precise Movements, Voluntary Control of Breathing, and the Creation of Firm Stabilization
Zigrun Wodars and Kristina Wachtel on the Track: Technique and Methods
100 Meters in 9.83: The Birth of a Record
A Study of the Visual Functions and Hydrodynamic Indices of the Eye in Weightlifters During Training Conditions
Secretory Adaptation to Muscle Activity by the Stomach and Pancreatic Gland
Fundamental Means of Strength Training for Boxers of Different Ages and Qualifications
Distributing the Strength-Oriented Training Loads of Cross-Country Skiers During the Stage of Snow Training
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